The Library Committee made a small grant as per the enclosed by taking the money from the funds for the Asa Griggs Candler Library.

May we please have a decision on the funds for Economic History? Outstanding are current renewals of history journals and many requests with dealers for quotations to fill in back files of journals and foreign statistical yearbooks?

GRL: em

[*Guy*]
Emory University
Memorandum

To: Dr. John M. Palms  
Department of Physics  
From: Guy R. Lyle  
Date: September 30, 1970

The Library Policy Committee at its September 29 meeting allocated $300 for the purchase of books and renewal of subscriptions for the Afro-American Read Room in the Asa Griggs Candler Library. Will you please, as liaison between the Library Policy Committee and Black Student Alliance, inform Dr. Arrington and students of the Alliance that this fund may be spent for material of their selection during the academic year. If you will kindly transmit the book requests to me when received, I shall see that the books are ordered and catalogued for the Afro-American Reading Room.

This year the Committee had less than $4,000 increase to divide up among some twenty departments and it was difficult in some instances to provide even enough money to meet their journal subscriptions.

I am sending a copy of this memorandum to Vice President Ward because he expressed the hope that the Committee would find enough money to make at least a small grant for the Afro-American Reading Room.

GRL: em  
cc: Dr. Judson C. Ward, Jr.